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The books included in this set are: 9780470502204 Professional ASP.NET 4: in C# and VB: Written by three highly recognized and regarded
ASP.NET experts, this book provides comprehensive coverage on ASP.NET 4 with a unique approach featuring examples in both C# and
VB, as is the incomparable coverage of core ASP.NET. 9780470502259 Professional C# 4 and .NET 4: After a quick refresher on C# basics,
the author dream team moves on to provide you with details of language and framework features including LINQ, LINQ to SQL, LINQ to XML,
WCF, WPF, Workflow, and Generics. 9780470548653 Professional Visual Studio 2010: This book gets you quickly up to speed on what you
can expect from Visual Studio 2010. Packed with helpful examples, this comprehensive guide explains examines the features of Visual
Studio 2010, which allows you to create and manage programming projects for the Windows platform. 9780470499832 Visual Basic 2010
Programmer's Reference: This reference guide provides you with a broad, solid understanding of essential Visual Basic 2010 topics and
clearly explains how to use this powerful programming language to perform a variety of tasks 9780470477229 WPF Programmer's
Reference: Windows Presentation Foundation with C# 2010 and .NET 4: Written by a leading expert on Microsoft graphics programming, this
richly illustrated book provides an introduction to WPF development and explains fundamental WPF concepts. 9780470257029 Professional
SQL Server 2008 Programming: This expanded best-seller includes new coverage of SQL Server 2008's new datatypes, new indexing
structures, manageability features, and advanced time-zone handling.
Covers Remote Data Objects, object-oriented programming, basic SQL server management, and distributed computing
A Python community leader teaches professionals how to integrate web applications with Python.
A collection of in-depth conversations with leading developer advocates that reveal the world of developer relations today Key Features Top
developer advocates reveal the work they're doing at the center of their tech communities and the impact their advocacy is having on the tech
industry as a whole Discover the best practices of developer advocacy and get the inside story on working at some of the world's largest tech
companies Features contributions from noted developer advocates, including Scott Hanselman, Sally Eaves, Venkat Subramaniam, Jono
Bacon, Ted Neward, and more Book Description What exactly is a developer advocate, and how do they connect developers and companies
around the world? Why is the area of developer relations set to explode? Can anybody with a passion for tech become a developer
advocate? What are the keys to success on a global scale? How does a developer advocate maintain authenticity when balancing the needs
of their company and their tech community? What are the hot topics in areas including Java, JavaScript, "tech for good," artificial intelligence,
blockchain, the cloud, and open source? These are just a few of the questions addressed by developer advocate and author Geertjan
Wielenga in Developer, Advocate!. 32 of the industry's most prominent developer advocates, from companies including Oracle, Microsoft,
Google, and Amazon, open up about what it's like to turn a lifelong passion for knowledge sharing about tech into a rewarding career. These
advocates run the gamut from working at large software vendors to small start-ups, along with independent developer advocates who work
within organizations or for themselves. In Developer, Advocate!, readers will see how developer advocates are actively changing the world,
not only for developers, but for individuals and companies navigating the fast-changing tech landscape. More importantly, Developer,
Advocate! serves as a rallying cry to inspire and motivate tech enthusiasts and burgeoning developer advocates to get started and take their
first steps within their tech community. What you will learn Discover how developer advocates are putting developer interests at the heart of
the software industry in companies including Microsoft and Google Gain the confidence to use your voice in the tech community Immerse
yourself in developer advocacy techniques Understand and overcome the challenges and obstacles facing developer advocates today Hear
predictions from the people at the cutting edge of tech Explore your career options in developer advocacy Who this book is for Anybody
interested in developer advocacy, the impact it is having, and how to build developer advocacy capabilities
CD-ROM contains: Example code from text -- Collection of utilities for C? developers.
This book introduces you to the features and capabilities that ASP.NET 4 offers, and explains the foundation that ASP.NET provides. It
covers each major new feature included in ASP.NET 4 in detail. Retaining the unique C# and VB dual language coverage, this edition retains
many great features from previous versions, including both printed and downloadable VB and C# code examples. Other expert coverage
include IIS and the provider model, site navigation, design, debugging, modules and handlers, Silverlight, CSS, Ajax and the Ajax Control
Toolkit, jQuery, and MVC.
Implementing Oracle API Platform Cloud Service moves from theory to practice using the newest Oracle API management platform. This
critical new platform for Oracle developers allows you to interface the complex array of services your clients expect in the modern world.
Whether the reader is the biggest technology geek or simply a computer enthusiast, this integral reference tool can shed light on the terms
that'll pop up daily in the communications industry. (Computer Books - Communications/Networking)

This book introduces novice developers to a range of data access strategies for storing and retreiving data both locally
and remotely. It provides you with a range of fully working data access solutions and the insight you need to know when,
and how, to apply each of the techniques to best advantage. Focussing specifically on how the Windows 8 app developer
can work with the Windows Runtime (often called Windows RT) framework this book provides careful analysis of the
many options you have open to you, along with a comparision of their strengths and weaknesses under different
conditions. With the days of a single database being the right choice for almost all development projects long gone. You
will lean that the right choice for your app now depends on a variety of factors and getting it right will be critical to your
customer's end user experience. We cover a range of data access strategies ranging from storing and retrieving data
locally using the JET API, to using the most popular open and closed source database products like SQLite and SQL
Server. We look at how lightweight HTML and JavaScript apps work well with equally feather-weight data stores like
IndexedDB. We'll also introduce you to more advanced data access techniques like REST (JSON), WCF RIA Services,
ASP.NET MVC 4 Web API and Windows Azure that can hugely expand the horizons of what it is possible for your app to
do as storage - and even processing - are taken beyond the confines of your user's device. By the time you have read
this book you will be familiar with the key data access considerations you will need to evaluate as you build you apps and
you will be able to confidently select the data access architecture that is most appropriate to the app you want to build.
Client side JavaScript for enterprise Oracle applications. About This Book Develop resilient and robust client-side
applications Explore the power of popular JavaScript libraries such as jQuery, RequireJS, and custom Oracle JavaScript
libraries Integrate JavaScript for Oracle developers Easily debug and secure your cloud interfaces Who This Book Is For
If you are a web components developer looking to create client-side apps that are resilient and robust using Oracle JET,
then this book is the right choice for you. What You Will Learn Use Yeoman or npm to start a new Oracle JET-based
project Implement real-world use cases using Oracle JET components Get to know the best practices for Oracle JET web
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applications Explore Knockout.js, the framework behind Oracle JET Implement a multi-platform app with OJ and Cordova
In Detail This book will give you a complete practical understanding of the Oracle JavaScript Extension Toolkit (JET) and
how you can use it to develop efficient client-side applications with ease. It will tell you how to get your own customized
Oracle JET set up. You'll start with individual libraries, such as jQuery, Cordova, and Require.js. You'll also get to work
with the JavaScript libraries created by Oracle, especially for cloud developers. You'll use these tools to create a working
backend application with these libraries. Using the latest Oracle Alta UI, you'll develop a state-of-the-art backend for your
cloud applications. You'll learn how to develop and integrate the different cloud services required for your application and
use other third-party libraries to get more features from your cloud applications. Toward the end of the book, you'll learn
how to manage and secure your cloud applications, and test them to ensure seamless deployment. Style and approach
This book will have a practical step by step approach where every step of application development will be explained in
detail with code samples.
Practical and easy to understand, DATABASE SYSTEMS: DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION, AND MANAGEMENT,
Eleventh Edition, gives students a solid foundation in database design and implementation. Filled with visual aids such as
diagrams, illustrations, and tables, this market-leading text provides in-depth coverage of database design,
demonstrating that the key to successful database implementation is in proper design of databases to fit within a larger
strategic view of the data environment. Renowned for its clear, straightforward writing style, this text provides students
with an outstanding balance of theory and practice. The eleventh edition has been updated to include expanded
relational algebra coverage, updated business vignettes showing the impact of database tech in the real world, updated
coverage of cloud data services, expanded coverage of Big Data and related Hadoop technologies, SQL coverage
expanded to include MySQL databases, and many other improvements! In addition, new review questions, problem sets,
and cases have been added throughout the book so that students have multiple opportunities to test their understanding
and develop real and useful design skills. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Applied Enterprise JavaBeans Technology shows how to leverage the full power of EJB 2.0 to build industrial-strength
applications that are distributed, transactional, and secure. Exceptionally comprehensive and accurate, this book starts
from first principles and progresses to the state-of-the-art, revealing normally hidden aspects of the EJB architecture that
offer immense power to developers. It includes a full-scale case study, in-depth coverage of integration, and extensive
cross-references to the official EJB 2.0 specifications.
Microsoft's C# ("C sharp") is a modern, object-oriented programming language built from the ground up to exploit the
power of XML-based Web services on Microsoft's new .NET platform. With its Visual C++ development system heritage,
C# will enable millions of C and C++ developers to use existing skills to rapidly build sophisticated XML-based .NET
applications. Why Will Web Developers Switch to C#? ...Because it's the ideal solution for C and C++ programmers who
need to combine rapid development with the power to access all the functionality of the Microsoft.NET platform. They
want an environment that is completely in sync with emerging Web standards and one that provides easy integration with
existing applications. C#.net Web Developer's Guide will enhance developer productivity and help them eliminate
programming errors that can lead to increased development costs. This book teaches Web developers to quickly and
easily build solutions for the Microsoft .NET platform. Web developers will learn to use C# components to build Web
services and applications that are available across the Internet, from any application running on any platform. * Timely
coverage of newly released product - programmers and developers are anxious to learn about the new technology *
Comes with Syngress' revolutionary wallet-sized CD containing a printable HTML version of the book and all of the
source code examples and demos of popular C# upgrade and programming tools
This book shows you how to master Application Express to build effective web-based Oracle database applications. The
author provides hands-on, step-by-step guidance on the complete development process, through creating, customizing,
and extending the application. In addition to presenting how to build a simple application, this guide also details reporting
and charting, themes and templates, and security. Additionally, it demonstrates how to use packaged applications and
how to work with multiple applications. Data migration and integration with the Oracle environment is also discussed.
Oracle Database Programming with Visual Basic.NET Discover a detailed treatment of the practical considerations and
applications of Oracle database programming with Visual Basic 2019 Oracle Database Programming with Visual
Basic.NET: Concepts, Designs, and Implementations delivers a comprehensive exploration of the foundations of Oracle
database programming using Visual Basic.NET. Using Visual Basic.NET 2019, Visual Studio.NET 2019, and Oracle 18c
XE, the book introduces the Oracle database development system, Oracle SQL Developer and Modeler, and teaches
readers how to implement a sample database solution. The distinguished author also demonstrates the use of
dotConnect for Oracle to show readers how to create an effective connection to an Oracle 18c XE database. The current
versions of the .NET framework, ASP.NET, and ASP.NET 4.7 are also explored and used to offer readers the most up to
date web database programming techniques available today. The book provides practical example projects and detailed,
line-by-line descriptions throughout to assist readers in the development of their database programming skill. Students
will also benefit from the inclusion of: A thorough introduction to databases, including definitions, examples, descriptions
of keys and relationships, and some database components in popular databases, like Access, SQL, and Oracle An
exploration of ADO.NET, including its architecture and components, like the DataReader class, DataSet component,
DataTable component, and the command and parameter classes A discussion of Language Integrated Query (LINQ),
including its architecture and components, its relationship to objects, DataSet, Oracle, and Entities An explanation of how
to access data in ASP.NET and ASP.NET Web Services with multiple real project examples. Perfect for college and
university students taking courses related to database programming and applications, Oracle Database Programming
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with Visual Basic.NET will also earn a place in the libraries of programmers and software engineers seeking a
comprehensive reference for database coding in Visual Basic.NET.
Quickly get up to speed with Oracle's Application Development Framework (ADF). Rapidly build modern, user-friendly
applications that will be easy to re-use, expand, and maintain. Oracle ADF Survival Guide covers the latest 12c version
and explains all the important concepts and parts, including ADF Faces, ADF Task Flows, ADF Business Components,
ADF Skins, the new Alta UI, and how to implement business logic in all layers of the application. Organizations with
existing investments in Oracle database and Oracle Forms applications will be able to leverage Oracle's best practice for
application development in moving those applications to the ADF framework. The book: Explains all parts of the ADF
stack Shows how to integrate with databases and web services Demonstrates the best practice for ADF enterprise
architecture What You Will Learn Rapidly build great-looking, user-friendly screens Build page flows visually for improved
communication with business users Easily connect your user interface to databases and other back-end systems
Leverage the best practice for productive team development Establish a solid enterprise architecture for maximum reuse
and maintainability Automate your build and deployment process Who This Book Is For Experienced developers who
want to rapidly become productive with Oracle's Application Development Framework (ADF) 12c. It is for Oracle Forms
and database developers working for organizations who have followed Oracle’s strategic direction to ADF, as well as for
experienced Java developers who want to learn Oracle’s highly-productive, JSF framework.
Build and deploy an attractive, user-friendly web or mobile application in one day or less using Oracle’s new, low-code
development tool: Visual Builder Cloud Service. Today’s IT world is fast-paced, and the ability to rapidly deliver running
code is the most crucial and sought-after skill a developer can have. Oracle has brought together their enterprise
experience, advanced usability knowledge, and their best cloud engineering to produce an innovative platform giving
developers unprecedented productivity. You will learn how to use all aspects of Oracle Visual Builder Cloud Service to
build web or mobile applications. Using the fully browser-based development environment, you’ll gain experience with all
the modern user-interface components that the tool offers for a visual, user-interface-driven, development approach.
You'll also see how to use the integrated data management capabilities and existing REST data services to store your
data, and learn how to easily transfer applications to a test/staging environment and later to production, while continuing
to develop the next version in the development environment. What You'll Learn Build great-looking web and mobile
applications in a browser-based, visual design environment Define custom business logic in the visual logic editor or with
JavaScript Manage multiple concurrent application versions from development through staging and production Define
business objects with validation logic for application-specific data Communicate with, and draw data from, existing REST
web services Use Visual Builder Cloud Service to expand Oracle SaaS solutions Who This Book Is For Developers at all
expertise levels as well as business professionals and UX designers with an interest in using IT to quickly solve simple
business problems. Because this tool is based on a modern low-code approach, no prior programming experience is
necessary to benefit from the book.
Written by an expert user of Visual Basic as a design tool since the 1.1 version, this book covers all of the essential
aspects of client/server development for Visual Basic 6, including security issues, the architecture of the Internet and
Intranets in relation to VB6, and more. The CD-ROM includes valuable SQL statements that generate the database
schemas and populate the table for Microsoft Access, SQL Server, Oracle 7.X and 8.0 and Sybase SQL Anywhere.
Cover title
Mastering the development of .NET 4.0 applications in C# is less about knowing the Visual C# 2010 language and more
about knowing how to use the functionality of the .NET framework class library most effectively. Visual C# 2010 Recipes
explores the breadth of the .NET Framework class library and provides specific solutions to common and interesting
programming problems. Each recipe is presented in a succinct problem/solution format and is accompanied by a working
code sample to help you understand the concept and quickly apply it. When you are facing a Visual C# 2010 problem,
this book likely contains a recipe providing the solution—or at least points you in the right direction. Even if you are simply
looking to broaden your knowledge of the .NET framework class library, Visual C# 2010 Recipes is the perfect resource
to assist you. This is an updated reference for .NET 4.0 programmers. All code samples come as stand-alone Visual
Studio 2010 solutions for your convenience.
Oracle JET for DevelopersImplement client-side JavaScript efficiently for enterprise Oracle applicationsPackt Publishing
Ltd
Borland(r) Delphi 6 Developer's Guide is a new edition of the #1 best-selling Delphi book by authors Steve Teixeira and
Xavier Pacheco. Steve and Xavier are of the winners of the Delphi Informant Reader's Choice Award for both Delphi 4
Developer's Guide and Delphi 5 Developer's Guide. Borland(r) Delphi 6 Developer's Guide is completely updated for
Delphi 6 and includes in-depth coverage on Borland's new CLX architecture, DBExpress Applications, SOAP, CORBA,
WebSnap and BizSnap features. It continues as a complete reference and authoritative guide to the newest version of
Delphi.
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 70-228, Installing, Configuring, and Administering Microsoft SQL Server
2000. This Study Guide provides: In-depth coverage of every official exam objective Practical information on installing,
configuring, and administering SQL Server 2000 Real-world insights, advice, and recommendations Hundreds of
challenging practice questions, in the book and on the CD Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a test
engine and electronic flashcards Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including: Installing and configuring SQL
Server 2000 Creating SQL Server 2000 databases Managing, monitoring, and troubleshooting SQL Server 2000
databases Extracting and transforming data with SQL Server 2000 Managing and monitoring SQL Server 2000 security
Managing, monitoring, and troubleshooting SQL Server 2000 Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials
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are not included as part of eBook file.
A guide for Access power users and developers explains how to use the SQL server to configure MSDE, build stored
procedures, convert applications, improve server security, and build Access interfaces.
You will find stuff about workspace, application, page, and so on in every APEX book. But this book is unique because
the information it contains is not available anywhere else! Unlike other books, it adopts a stimulating approach to reveal
almost every feature necessary for the beginners of Oracle APEX and also takes them beyond the basics. As a
technology enthusiast I write on a variety of new technologies, but writing books on Oracle Application Express is my
passion. The blood pumping comments I get from my readers on Amazon (and in my inbox) are the main forces that
motivate me to write a book whenever a new version of Oracle APEX is launched. This is my fifth book on Oracle APEX
(and the best so far) written after discovering the latest 5.1 version. As usual, I'm sharing my personal learning
experience through this book to expose this unique rapid web application development platform. In Oracle Application
Express you can build robust web applications. The new version is launched with some more prolific tools to maximize
developers' productivity. Once again, I've left out the boring bits and have adopted the same practical inspirational
approach that has exposed the anatomy of Oracle Application Express to thousands of beginners in the past. The most
convincing way to explore a technology is to apply it to a real world problem. In this book, you'll develop a sales web
application that not only reveals the anatomy of Oracle Application Express, but at the same time provides hands-on
techniques that build a solid foundation for you to become a web developer. Since there are lots of changes in the new
version, all content has been revised to slot in these changes, including the features new to version 5.1. The short list
below summarizes the features of Oracle APEX 5.1 covered in this book: Hands-on exposure to the new features, such
as Interactive Grid, Oracle JET Charts, the new declarative Master-Detail-Detail capabilities, dozens of new properties,
and new development procedures Teaches how to rapidly develop data-centric web application for desktops, laptops,
tablets, and latest smartphones Produce highly formatted PDF reports, including invoices, grouped reports, and pivot
tables (not covered in any other APEX book) Design and implement a comprehensive custom security module (unique to
this book) Step-by-step instructions to create mobile version of the application using existing desktop application pages
(not covered in any other beginner's guide) This is a concise yet a concrete book on Oracle Application Express, written
for those who want to become web application developers. The sticky inspirational approach adopted in this book not
only exposes the technology, but also draws you in and keeps your interest up till the last exercise. I'm grateful to all my
readers whose helpful feedback enabled me to further polish my work in this edition. Special offer! For those who are
new to SQL or those who want to strengthen their SQL knowledge, I'm providing my e-book "SQL - The Shortest Route
For beginners" with this book for FREE!
For more than 20 years, Network World has been the premier provider of information, intelligence and insight for network and IT executives
responsible for the digital nervous systems of large organizations. Readers are responsible for designing, implementing and managing the
voice, data and video systems their companies use to support everything from business critical applications to employee collaboration and
electronic commerce.
Learn how to use Oracle's JavaScript Extension Toolkit (JET) as a solution to the all too common problem of internal back office and intranet
applications that are typically ugly, clunky, and cumbersome to use. JET simultaneously provides you with a JavaScript toolkit that is cuttingedge while being stable enough for enterprise development in an ecosystem that is notorious for its fast-paced rate of change. Practical
Oracle JET walks through the process of developing a functional application using Oracle JET. By the end of this book you will have built a
support ticket system using a variety of different components bundled with the toolkit, including lists, inputs, and visualizations. The skills
acquired from reading this book and working the examples equip you to build your own applications and take your understanding even further
to more advanced topics. What You'll Learn Build a real-world Oracle JET application Understand the fundamental technologies used in JET
Control look and feel through theming a JET application Develop interfaces using Web Components Include and interface with third-party
libraries Configure automated unit testing of JET applications Who This Book Is For Developers with a basic understanding of JavaScript who
want to learn Oracle’s JavaScript Extension Toolkit for building client-side applications that can integrate with data services and Oracle Cloud
products. The book is also of interest to Oracle ADF developers coming from a Java and WebCenter background who are building new skills
in JavaScript and browser-based applications.
Create powerful and complex applications using this hard-core and practical resource. Readers learn how to take advantage of Visual
Basic.NET's powerful new object-oriented features and understand the core differences between VB and VB.NET.
The books included in this set are: 9780470502204 Professional ASP.NET 4: in C# and VB: Written by three highly recognized and regarded
ASP.NET experts, this book provides comprehensive coverage on ASP.NET 4 with a unique approach featuring examples in both C# and
VB, as is the incomparable coverage of core ASP.NET. After a fast-paced refresher on essentials such as server controls, the book delves
into expert coverage of all the latest capabilities of ASP.NET 4. 9780470502259 Professional C# 4 and .NET 4: After a quick refresher on C#
basics, the author dream team moves on to provide you with details of language and framework features including LINQ, LINQ to SQL, LINQ
to XML, WCF, WPF, Workflow, and Generics. Coverage also spans ASP.NET programming with C#, working in Visual Studio 2010 with C#,
and more. With this book, you'll quickly get up to date on all the newest capabilities of C# 4. 9780470548653 Professional Visual Studio 2010:
This book gets you quickly up to speed on what you can expect from Visual Studio 2010. Packed with helpful examples, this comprehensive
guide explains examines the features of Visual Studio 2010, which allows you to create and manage programming projects for the Windows
platform. It walks you through every facet of the Integrated Development Environment (IDE), from common tasks and functions to its powerful
tools 9780470499832 Visual Basic 2010 Programmer's Reference: This reference guide provides you with a broad, solid understanding of
essential Visual Basic 2010 topics and clearly explains how to use this powerful programming language to perform a variety of tasks. As a
tutorial, the book describes the Visual Basic language and covers essential Visual Basic topics. The material presents categorized
information regarding specific operations and reveals useful tips, tricks, and tidbits to help you make the most of the new Visual Basic 2010.
9780470477229 WPF Programmer's Reference: Windows Presentation Foundation with C# 2010 and .NET 4: Written by a leading expert on
Microsoft graphics programming, this richly illustrated book provides an introduction to WPF development and explains fundamental WPF
concepts. It is packed with helpful examples and progresses through a range of topics that gradually increase in their complexity.
9780470257029 Professional SQL Server 2008 Programming: This expanded best-seller includes new coverage of SQL Server 2008's new
datatypes, new indexing structures, manageability features, and advanced time-zone handling. As an added bonus, also includes
Professional SQL Server 2005 Programmers for .NET 4 developers still working in a SQL Server 2005 setting.
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Revised to reflect the needs of today's users, this 10 th edition ofDatabase Processingassures that you will learn marketable skills. By
presenting SQL SELECT statements near the beginning of the book readers will know early on how to query data and obtain resultsseeing
firsthand some of the ways that database technology is useful in the marketplace. By utilizing free software downloads, you will be able to
actively use a DBMS product by the end of the 2 nd chapter. Each topic appears in the context of accomplishing practical tasks. Its spiral
approach to database design (incorporating all 3 sources: from the integration of existing data, from new information, and the need to
redesign an existing database) provides users with enhanced information not available in other database books on the market. Topics
include: SQL, database design, implementation, processing, access standards, and business intelligence.An excellent reference and
handbook for information systems professionals such as database administrators, database designers, systems analysts, web-database
developers, and programmers of database applications.
Visual Basic 2008 Recipes is a book of ready-made coding solutions for programmers who don't want spend a lot of time reading. Each
chapter addresses a specific problem-domain such as multimedia, database access, XML manipulation, etc. Each chapter then presents a
number of common problems, with a solution following each problem. Readers appreciate the recipe format, because they can look up a
problem, read one to three pages, implement the solution, and then get on with their work. Recipe books are ideal for those who want to
spend their days doing, not reading.
Client side JavaScript for enterprise Oracle applications. About This Book Develop resilient and robust client-side applications Explore the
power of popular JavaScript libraries such as jQuery, RequireJS, and custom Oracle JavaScript libraries Integrate JavaScript for Oracle
developers Easily debug and secure your cloud interfaces Who This Book Is For If you are a web components developer looking to create
client-side apps that are resilient and robust using Oracle JET, then this book is the right choice for you. What You Will Learn Use Yeoman or
npm to start a new Oracle JET-based project Implement real-world use cases using Oracle JET components Get to know the best practices
for Oracle JET web applications Explore Knockout.js, the framework behind Oracle JET Implement a multi-platform app with OJ and Cordova
In Detail This book will give you a complete practical understanding of the Oracle JavaScript Extension Toolkit (JET) and how you can use it
to develop efficient client-side applications with ease. It will tell you how to get your own customized Oracle JET set up. You'll start with
individual libraries, such as jQuery, Cordova, and Require.js. You'll also get to work with the JavaScript libraries created by Oracle, especially
for cloud developers. You'll use these tools to create a working backend application with these libraries. Using the latest Oracle Alta UI, you'll
develop a state-of-the-art backend for your cloud applications. You'll learn how to develop and integrate the different cloud services required
for your application and use other third-party libraries to get more features from your cloud applications. Toward the end of the book, you'll
learn how to manage and secure your cloud applications, and test them to ensure seamless deployment. Style and approach This book will
have a practical step by step approach where every step of application development will be explained in detail with code samples.
Downloading the example code for this book. You can download the example code files for all Packt books you have purchased from your
account at http://www.PacktPub.com. If you purchased this book elsewhere, you can visit http://www.PacktPub.com/support and register to
have the code file.
Visual Basic has long been the language of choice when designing Windows-based applications and the Web. Touted as both the most
popular and productive computing language, Visual Basic has amassed quite a following of devoted programmers, and is a sought after
programming skill. With the introduction of .NET Enterprise, Microsoft launch VB.NET, offering a streamlined, simplified version of Visual
Basic language. With increased power, scalability, functionality and reliability, VB.NET is positioned to be the most productive tool in a
programmer's toolbox. VB.NET Developer's Guide is written for previous Visual Basic Programmers looking to harness the power of the new
features and functionality incorporated in Visual Basic.NET. Timely coverage of newly released product which Visual Basic users will be
eager to learn VB.NET Developer's Guide is one of the first comprehensive reference for programmers and developers anxious to learn
about the new technology

* One of the first books to really offer C# programmers a set of cut-and-paste Visual C# 2005 solutions, in the Apress Recipes
series format. Every recipe is specifically chosen and written to help the emerging Visual C# 2005 professional do their job from
day one. * The Apress Recipes series balances code and textual explanations perfectly to explain the new nuances of Visual C#
2005 as well as present the code recipes themselves. * The code in this book comes as a complete stand-alone Visual Studio
2005 Solution, complete with unit tests for all recipes. This means the solutions are really ready to run as soon as the reader
opens the book. * Code is authoritative and follows Microsoft’s best-practice guidelines for .NET 2.0.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT influencers
worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series
and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
This developer's indispensable guide shows readers what they need to know to develop high-powered, full-featured applications
with Access 2000. The CD-ROM contains the source code and databases for all the examples in the book, plus samples for client
management and an assortment of third-party utilities.
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